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THOUSAND TRAILS CAMPGROUND Launch CINEMA UNDER THE STARS 
OFFERING OF EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES

PARIS - CHICAGO, 28.07.2020, 10:02 Time

USPA NEWS - Adapting their offering of events and activities to accommodate today's social distancing environment, Thousand
Trails is bringing their "Cinema Under the Stars" movie theater experience to guests of their RV campgrounds this summer.

The outdoor movies were set to begin on July 24th and 25th at select campgrounds across the country with more locations added in
the coming weeks. Guests of the selected campgrounds will be able to pull up their golf cart, lay out a blanket or bring their camping
chair and relax as they enjoy open air seating and watch a movie on the big screen, under the stars.
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Movies will range from new releases to instant classics and will fit with the campground's theme weekend or other planned activities at
the campground.

"Cinema Under the Stars was a collective effort to continue to accommodate the growing trend of travelers looking for unique, socially
distant vacation experiences," said Thousand Trails' spokeswoman Pat Zamora. "What sets Thousand Trails apart is our amenities
and regularly planned activities. We have changed things up a bit to entertain our guests while allowing for social distancing, but
campers are still coming out to enjoy the fresh air and new events like this to have some fun," Zamora added.

Select campgrounds were provided state of the art, 16 or 20-foot wide movie screens and equipment to ensure guests enjoy a positive
outdoor movie experience under the stars.

* Photo cover : Thousand Trails Campgrounds kicks off “Cinema Under the Stars“� this weekend. The movie nights will now be a
regular activity at select campgrounds across the country, as adjustments for social distancing activities continue throughout 2020.
Pictured is one of the very first movie nights from Plymouth Rock Camping Resort in Wisconsin.
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